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The ACCA F3 Study Text is split into six parts in line with the syllabus structure.
The examiner has commented that the Study Text is well structured and focused
to meet the requirements of the F3 student. There is a whole chapter devoted to
the subject of ethical considerations, as ethics and social responsibility are
integral to the new ACCA syllabus.
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) is the global body for
professional accountants. With over 100 years of providing world-class
accounting and finance qualifications, the ACCA has significantly raised its
international profile in recent years and now supports a BSc (Hons) in Applied
Accounting and an MBA.BPP Learning Media is an ACCA Official Publisher.
Paper P5 Advanced Performance Management is an optional paper at
Professional level. It builds on the performance management techniques
introduced in Paper F5. There is also a significant element of strategic thinking
and thus P5 has links with paper P3 Business Analysis. The syllabus looks at
external factors that affect the organisation's performance such as stakeholders.
Internal factors are also considered including the design features of effective
performance management information and monitoring systems. Ethics is
introduced as a key ACCA topic. Finally, the syllabus considers the impact of
current developments in management accounting and performance management
on organisational performance.This examiner-reviewed Study Text covers all that
you need to know for P5. It features plenty of recent case studies illustrating key
syllabus areas and questions to hone your understanding of what you have just
read. This paper tests your application of knowledge so these studies and
questions are key learning tools. You will also find up-to-date information on the
latest management theories and techniques which feature highly in this paper.
Then there are plenty of exam tips to guide your study and help you focus on
what is essential to know. Now it's up to you.BPP Learning Media is the publisher
of choice for many ACCA students and tuition providers worldwide. Join them
and plug into a world of expertise in ACCA exams.
An Essential Practice and Revision for the ACCA Qualification.
A Core Study Text for the ACCA Qualification.
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) is the global body for professional
accountants. With over 100 years of providing world-class accounting and finance
qualifications, the ACCA has significantly raised its international profile in recent years and now
supports a BSc (Hons) in Applied Accounting and an MBA.BPP Learning Media is an ACCA
Official Publisher. The ACCA F4 Global syllabus seeks to develop knowledge and skill in the
understanding of the general legal framework that is relevant to the international business
context in which accountants work, of specific legal areas relating to business, and of
recognition of the need to seek further legal advice when necessary.The syllabus also covers
how businesses are affected by the law, including: * The types of business that can be
established * How companies are formed, administered, financed and closed down * How
businesses trade * The impact of ethics and corporate governance.This examiner-reviewed F4
Global text takes the reader on a journey from complete novice to an accountant who has a
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good understanding of the legal issues relevant to businesses in an international context. It
comprehensively covers all the detail required to pass the ACCA's law exam and the examiner
has commented that &quote;...this is an extremely impressive text...&quote;BPP Learning
Media is the publisher of choice for many ACCA students and tuition providers worldwide. Join
them and plug into a world of expertise in ACCA exams.
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) is the global body for professional
accountants. With over 100 years of providing world-class accounting and finance
qualifications, the ACCA has significantly raised its international profile in recent years and now
supports a BSc (Hons) in Applied Accounting and an MBA.BPP Learning Media is an ACCA
Official Publisher. P2 is a very challenging paper which builds on the knowledge and skills
acquired at earlier levels in the preparation and analysis of financial reports for single entities
and groups. It takes these areas to a higher level, putting into context the role of the
accountant as a professional steward and adviser, who is responsible to the stakeholders of an
organisation.It has five main sections: 1. Regulatory and ethical framework and current issues
2. Reporting the financial performance of entities 3. Group financial statements 4. Specialised
entities 5. Analysis of the financial performance of entitiesThe main new topics introduced at
this level relate to group accounts, but other topics are tested with a different emphasis and in
more depth than at the Fundamentals Level.We provide material for both International and UK
streams. The study text has been reviewed by the examiner and takes account of his advice
on approaching the paper. Ethics, which have an impact on all aspects of financial reporting,
are introduced at an early stage in the text, as is corporate social responsibility, so that
students do not neglect these topics when covering the numerical areas. Accounting standards
come next, combining revision with extension into more advanced areas. After a brief revision
of basic groups, the more advanced consolidation topics are covered. Current issues are
covered throughout the text within the appropriate topics, and also summarised towards the
end of the book. The question bank contains practice at the case study-style question you will
encounter in the real exam.BPP Learning Media is the publisher of choice for many ACCA
students and tuition providers worldwide. Join them and plug into a world of expertise in ACCA
exams.
Foundations in Accountancy (FIA) awards are entry-level, core-skill focused qualifications from
ACCA. They provide flexible options for students and employers, and as an ACCA Approved
Content Provider, BPP Learning Media's suite of study tools will provide you with all the
accurate and up-to-date material you need for exam success.
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) is the global body for professional
accountants. With over 100 years of providing world-class accounting and finance
qualifications, the ACCA has significantly raised its international profile in recent years and now
supports a BSc (Hons) in Applied Accounting and an MBA.BPP Learning Media is an ACCA
Official Publisher. The P7 Advanced Audit and Assurance paper aims to develop further your
application skills when analysing, concluding and reporting on assurance engagements,
building on the knowledge and skills gained from paper F8. As well as emphasising the
practical aspects of carrying out assurance engagements from start to finish, this paper also
develops your awareness of best practice and current developments in this field.It focuses on
the following key themes: * Audit framework and regulation, including ethical and professional
considerations * Quality control and practice management * The audit and assurance process,
from planning through to fieldwork and final review * Reporting the results of audit and
assurance engagements * Current issues and developments within the field of audit and
assurance.The examiner-reviewed P7 Study Text includes everything you need for this paper,
including detailed guidance on the exam and the pilot paper questions. The question bank
includes questions in the style of the P7 paper, and each chapter contains useful exam focus
points and chapter roundups. The Study Text provides an excellent source of the main
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professional and regulatory aspects of audit and assurance engagements, focussing on ethics
and regulation and practice management, before going through the audit and assurance
engagement process, and ending with a consideration of current issues and
developments.BPP Learning Media is the publisher of choice for many ACCA students and
tuition providers worldwide. Join them and plug into a world of expertise in ACCA exams.

BPP Learning Media's status as official ACCA Approved Learning Provider - Content
means our ACCA Study Texts and Practice & Revision Kits are reviewed by the ACCA
examining team. BPP Learning Media products provide you with the exam focussed
material you need for exam success.
The examining team reviewed P3 Study Text covers all the relevant ACCA P3 syllabus
topics. It explores the theories behind the key areas of Business Analysis and
demonstrates how these theories are put in to practice. Detailed examples throughout
the text will help build your understanding and reinforce learning.
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) is the global body for
professional accountants. With over 100 years of providing world-class accounting and
finance qualifications, the ACCA has significantly raised its international profile in recent
years and now supports a BSc (Hons) in Applied Accounting and an MBA.BPP
Learning Media is an ACCA Official Publisher. The ACCA F4 UK syllabus seeks to
develop knowledge and understanding of the English legal framework that is relevant to
the business context in which accountants work. Human Rights law is also important
and students must appreciate the fact that further legal advice should be sought where
necessary.The syllabus also covers how businesses are affected by the law, including:
* The types of business that can be established * How companies are formed,
administered, financed and closed down * How businesses trade * How a business
deals with its employees * The impact of ethics and corporate governance.This
examiner reviewed F4 UK text takes the reader on a journey from complete novice to
an accountant who has a good understanding of the legal issues relevant to
businesses. It comprehensively covers all the detail required to pass the ACCA's law
exam and according to the examiner &quote;makes the task of coming to terms with it
almost enjoyable&quote;.BPP Learning Media is the publisher of choice for many
ACCA students and tuition providers worldwide. Join them and plug into a world of
expertise in ACCA exams.
The examiner-reviewed F8 Study Text includes everything you need for this paper
including detailed guidance on the exam. The question bank includes questions in the
style of the F8 paper, and each chapter contains useful exam focus points. The Study
Text provides an excellent introduction to the main professional and regulatory aspects
of audit and assurance engagements, focusing on ethics and regulation, before going
through the external audit process as an example of a key assurance engagement.

The examiner-reviewed P5 Revision Kit contains many past exam questions. It
also includes an excellent 'Passing P5' section, which provides specific guidance
relating to the exam. Areas the examiner favours, such as performance
measures are emphasised. Also included are the examiner's own comments on
past questions as well as the examiner's own answers at the back of the Kit.
The examiner-reviewed P3 Practice and Revision Kit provides invaluable
guidance on how to approach the exam and contains past ACCA exam questions
for you to try. It focuses on teaching you what to look for in questions and how to
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determine what the requirements are asking you to do. It contains many past
exam questions and additional questions prepared by BPP Learning Media which
reflect the scenarios and technical questions you will find in the exam.
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) is the global body for
professional accountants. With over 100 years of providing world-class
accounting and finance qualifications, the ACCA has significantly raised its
international profile in recent years and now supports a BSc (Hons) in Applied
Accounting and an MBA.BPP Learning Media is an ACCA Official Publisher. The
new ACCA syllabus for paper P4 is about the practical application of financial
theory to problems that managers face, such as investment appraisal, funding
policies, risk management, growth, organic or through mergers and acquisitions
and dividend policy. The paper also covers crucial issues such as corporate
governance and ethical and environmental aspects of financial policy.The BPP
text provides a comprehensive treatment of the new ACCA syllabus for P4 and
addresses all learning outcomes and the higher skills to be assessed in the
professional examination in an integrated and practical way. The material,
despite the technical nature of certain areas, follows a practical, common sense
approach with plenty of case studies and real life business examples. The key
points of each topic are summarised in a chapter roundup and tested in a
diagnostic quiz at the end of each chapter. A question bank at the end of the
book provides practice on exam style questions.BPP Learning Media is the
publisher of choice for many ACCA students and tuition providers worldwide. Join
them and plug into a world of expertise in ACCA exams.
Foundations in Accountancy (FIA) awards are entry-level, core-skill focused
qualifications from ACCA. They provide flexible options for students and
employers, and as official ACCA Approved Learning Provider - Content, BPP
Learning Media's study materials are tailored to the exams students will take.
This Study Text has been reviewed by the examiner and concentrates on the key
areas of the syllabus, taking into account the examiner's guidance on how topics
will be examined. The Study Text has a step-by-step approach to topics and lots
of exercises in which you can practise the calculations. We provide a detailed
chapter on spreadsheets and a basic maths appendix, for those who need some
revision in that area.
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) is the global body for
professional accountants. With over 100 years of providing world-class
accounting and finance qualifications, the ACCA has significantly raised its
international profile in recent years and now supports a BSc (Hons) in Applied
Accounting and an MBA.BPP Learning Media is an ACCA Official Publisher. F6,
the first of the ACCA tax papers, covers the fundamentals of all the main UK
taxes. The exam paper is mainly computational and requires you to demonstrate
that you can compute income tax, corporation tax, VAT, capital gains tax and
national insurance.Paper F6 deals with the taxation of individuals as well as with
the taxation of businesses.Our F6 FA2009 study text has been approved by the
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examiner. It covers the entire syllabus at just the right level. There is no more or
less information than you need to know. As computations are the most important
aspect of this paper, there are plenty of worked examples and questions
throughout the text. The question and answer bank in the text consists of
numerous exam standard questions and, so that you can see the format of the
exam paper, the paper F6 pilot paper is included in its entirety at the end of the
text.BPP Learning Media is the publisher of choice for many ACCA students and
tuition providers worldwide. Join them and plug into a world of expertise in ACCA
exams.
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